Fine-tuning pre-trained deep networks is a practical way of benefiting from the representation learned on a large database while having relatively few examples to train a model. This adjustment is nowadays routinely performed so as to benefit of the latest improvements of convolutional neural networks trained on large databases. Fine-tuning requires some form of regularization, which is typically implemented by weight decay that drives the network parameters towards zero. This choice conflicts with the motivation for fine-tuning, as starting from a pre-trained solution aims at taking advantage of the previously acquired knowledge. Hence, regularizers promoting an explicit inductive bias towards the pre-trained model have been recently proposed. This paper demonstrates the versatility of this type of regularizer across transfer learning scenarios. We replicated experiments on three state-of-the-art approaches in image classification, image segmentation, and video analysis to compare the relative merits of regularizers. These tests show systematic improvements compared to weight decay. Our experimental protocol put forward the versatility of a regularizer that is easy to implement and to operate that we eventually recommend as the new baseline for future approaches to transfer learning relying on fine-tuning.
Introduction
The L 2 parameter regularization, also known as weight decay, is commonly used in machine learning and especially when training deep neural networks. This simple regularization scheme restricts the capacity of the trained model by restraining the effective size of the search space during optimization, implicitly driving the parameters towards the origin. When having no a priori knowledge about the "true solution", the origin is an arbitrary yet reasonable choice. However, the parameters can be driven towards any value of the parameter space, and better results should be obtained for a value closer to the true one [12, Section 7.1.1].
Li et al. [21] recently proposed to use the pre-trained model as an a priori knowledge about the "true solution" in transfer learning: the starting point (-SP) should be used in place of the origin as the reference for parameter regularization. Fig. 1 illustrates this scheme in a simple case that corresponds to linear regression. The left-hand side plot (a) represents the weight decay regularizer when starting from the origin (no fine-tuning): the optimizer goes towards the solution of the unregularized risk and stops when reaching the boundary of the admissible set. The center plot (b) represents the weight-decay regularizer when starting from the pre-trained solution, assumed to be in the vicinity of the solution to the unregularized risk: the optimizer reaches the previous solution; all the benefit of the pre-trained solution is lost. The right-hand side plot (c) represents the L 2 -SP regularizer: the optimizer converges towards a solution between the pre-trained solution and the solution of the unregularized risk; the memory of the pre-trained solution is preserved. Note that the very same scenario is unlikely with non-convex deep models, but it seems dangerous to rely on non-convexity to prevent forgetting.
Li et al. [21] showed that the -SP regularizers improve transfer learning in image classification. However, weight decay still remains predominantly used in computer vision for fine-tuning, maybe due Fig. 1 . Inadequacy of the standard L 2 regularization for transfer learning. Each plot shows the same 2D parameter space in a simple transfer learning situation. The red star represents the minimum of the unregularized risk for the target problem; the black cross is the starting point of the optimization process, and the black point represents the result of a gradient-like optimizer, with intermediate solutions represented by the black segment. The ellipses represent the contour levels of the target problem, and the large blue circle represents the effective search domain defined by the regularizer (admissible set). The sub-figures correspond to: (a) the standard learning process with L 2 regularization (no fine-tuning), (b) the fine-tuning process with L 2 regularization, (c) the fine-tuning process with L 2 -SP regularization.
to the limited experimental evidence of the benefit of -SP regularizers. In this paper, we aim at demonstrating the general usefulness of L 2 -SP for transfer learning, by providing novel evidences showing that the simple L 2 -SP regularizer is applicable in a very wide scope.
The following sections provide the necessary background material regarding transfer learning (Section 2), regularizers (Section 3) and the tested approaches (Section 4). We then report in Section 5 a wide variety of experiments, dealing with state-of-the-art transfer learning schemes for image classification (DSTL [7] , short for domain similarity for transfer learning), image segmentation (Enc-Net [45] ) and video analysis (SegFlow [5] ). In order to avoid any form of experimental bias, all the experiments reported in this paper were carried out under the exact conditions of the original transfer learning schemes, by the main authors of the original approaches, who introduced a single modification in the fine-tuning protocol, by replacing L 2 by L 2 -SP regularization. These experimental results show consistent improvement for L 2 -SP regularization, demonstrating the versatility of the -SP regularizers for fine-tuning across network structures, datasets, and vision problems. These improvements are marginal to moderate, but should not be neglected since they come with minimal computing overhead. We thus claim that L 2 -SP regularization should be adopted as a baseline, or in combination with other schemes in all vision applications relying on transfer learning.
Related work

Inductive transfer learning
Regarding transfer learning, we follow the nomenclature of Pan and Yang [32] . A domain corresponds to the feature space and its distribution, whereas a task corresponds to the label space and its conditional distribution with respect to features. The initial learning problem is defined on the source domain and the source task, whereas the new learning problem is defined on the target domain and the target task. According to domain and task settings during the transfer, Pan and Yang categorized several types of transfer learning problems. Inductive transfer learning is the situation where the target domain is identical to the source domain and the target task is different from the source task. Many recent applications of convolutional networks, like image classification [11, 7] , object detection [35, 46, 24] , object instance segmentation [14, 15, 25] , image segmentation [5, 45, 4 ], depth estimation [26, 6] , optical flow [16, 5, 20] , human action recognition [47, 3] , and person re-identification [34, 17] , rely on transfer learning in the inductive transfer learning setting. All these approaches start with some model pre-trained on a source domain for image classification and fine-tune them on the target domain for a different task. They show state-of-the-art results in a challenging transfer learning setup, as going from classification to object detection or image segmentation requires notable modifications in the architecture of the network.
The success of these approaches relies on the generality of the representations that have been learned from a large database like ImageNet [8] . Yosinski et al. [44] quantify the transferability of these pieces of information in different layers, i.e. the first layers learn general features, the middle layers learn high-level semantic features and the last layers learn the features that are very specific to a particular task. Overall, the learned representations can be conveyed to related but different domains and the network parameters are reusable for different tasks.
Parameter regularizers for transfer learning
Parameter regularization is widespread in deep learning. L 2 regularization has been used for a long time as a simple method for preventing overfitting by limiting the norm of the parameter vector. Besides L 2 , other penalties have been proposed, such as max-norm regularization [38] , which is found especially helpful when using dropout, or the orthonormal regularizer [43] , which forces each kernel in one convolution layer to have minimum correlation with others.
The L 2 -SP regularization we consider in this paper has been used in lifelong learning [22, 18] to cope with the catastrophic forgetting problem. A similar regularizer has also been used in domain adaptation for vision [36] , speaker adaptation [23, 31] , and neural machine translation [1] . In brief, L 2 -SP is an explicit inductive bias towards the initial parameters that has been proved to be useful in different transfer learning scenarios. However, weight decay remains predominantly used in the computer vision community for fine-tuning.
A reminder on -SP regularizers
The regularizers that were recently proposed in [21] apply to the vector y ∈ R n containing all the network parameters that are to be adapted to the target task. The regularized objective functionJ that is to be optimized is the sum of the standard objective function J and the regularizer Y(y). In practice, J is usually the negative loglikelihood, so that the criterionJ could be interpreted in terms of maximum a posteriori estimation, where the regularizer Y(y) would act as the log prior of y. More generally, the minimization ofJ is a trade-off between the data-fitting term and the regularization term. L 2 penalty. The current baseline penalty for transfer learning is the L 2 penalty, also known as weight decay:
where a is the regularization parameter setting the strength of the penalty and • p is the p-norm of a vector. L 2 -SP. Let y 0 be the parameter vector of the model pre-trained on the source problem, acting as the starting point (-SP) in fine-tuning. Using this initial vector as the reference in the L 2 penalty, we get:
Typically, the transfer to a target task requires some modifications of the network architecture used for the source task, such as on the last layer used for predicting the outputs. Then, there is no one-to-one mapping between y and y 0 , and we use two penalties: one for the part of the target network that shares the architecture of the source network, denoted y s , the other one for the novel part, denoted ys. The compound penalty then becomes:
Several other -SP regularizers exist, like L 2 -SP-Fisher or Group-Lasso-SP [21] , but we focus here on comparing L 2 with L 2 -SP, because of the simplicity and efficiency of L 2 -SP compared to the other -SP regularizers.
Transfer learning approaches
In this section, we present the three recent representative approaches of transfer learning with convolutional networks that will be used to compare the L 2 and L 2 -SP regularizers. They cover a variety of setups, and their protocols rely at least partly on finetuning, originally implemented with weight decay.
EncNet
Zhang et al. [45] designed a context-encoding module to extract the relation between the object categories and their global semantic context in the image, so as to emphasize the frequent objects in one context and de-emphasize the rare ones. The proposed module explicitly captures contextual information of the scene using sparse encoding and learns a set of scaling factors, by which the feature maps are then rescaled for selectively highlighting the classdependent feature channels. For an image segmentation problem, the features highlighted by the semantic context facilitate the pixelwise prediction and improve the recognition of small objects. Meanwhile, an auxiliary loss is computed from the encoded features to better extract the contextual information.
We refer to this approach as EncNet, following [45] . It relies on a pre-trained ResNet [13] that is then evaluated on the PASCAL-Context dataset [10] for image segmentation.
SegFlow
Cheng et al. [5] constructed a network architecture, named SegFlow, with two branches for simultaneously (i) segmenting video frames pixel-wisely and (ii) computing the optical flow in videos. The segmentation branch is based on ResNet [13] transformed into a fully-convolutional structure, while the optical flow branch is an encoder-decoder network [9] . Both segmentation and optical flow branches have feature maps at multiple scales, enabling connections between the two tasks. Gradients from both tasks can pass through the two branches, and the last representations in feature space are shared.
SegFlow is initialized with two pre-trained networks: ResNet [13] for the encoding of the segmentation branch and FlowNetS [9] for the optical flow branch. It is then fine-tuned on the DAVIS 2016 dataset [33] for video object segmentation and the Scene Flow datasets [28] for optical flow.
Domain similarity for transfer learning
Cui et al. [7] measure the similarity between the source domain, supposed to cover a broad range of objects, and the target domain, supposed to be more specific. They use the Earth Mover's Distance to compute the similarity between the source categories and the target domains. They then choose the top k categories of the source domain that best cover the target domains to pre-train the network from scratch.
The networks are pre-trained on subsets of ImageNet [8] and iNaturalist [41] . Here, we use their Subset B. This pre-trained network is then fine-tuned on different target databases (see Table 2 ). We refer to this approach as DSTL, the abbreviation of domain similarity for transfer learning.
Experiments
In this section, we experiment the three approaches, i.e. Enc-Net [45] , SegFlow [5] , and DSTL [7] , with their original L 2 penalty implementation, and compare their performances with the L 2 -SP penalty, in the very same experimental conditions. To ensure perfect replication of the original protocol, these experiments were carried out by the main authors of the original papers to avoid any kind of "competence bias".
When these experiments are carried out using the L 2 penalty, the fluctuations from the original results are only due to the inherent randomness of the stochastic learning process. When using the L 2 -SP penalty, this is the only piece of code that was changed, and the very same conditions are observed otherwise, so as to ensure that differences in performances are only due to the differences between the two regularization approaches during fine-tuning.
Experimental setup Datasets
The characteristics of the source and target datasets are summarized in Tables 1 and 2 respectively, including the size of each dataset, the task related and the approach that uses this dataset. Note that DSTL includes a scheme for building a source domain by selecting a subset of classes that are the most relevant to the target task, but it follows a fine-tuning transfer learning protocol nevertheless.
Network structures
The source task is usually a classification task, which alleviates the labeling burden. Conventionally, if the target task is also classification, like DSTL, the fine-tuning process starts by replacing the last layer with a new one, randomly generated, with a size defined by the number of classes in the target task. The modification of the network structure in quite light in this situation.
In contrast, for image segmentation and optical flow estimation, where the objectives differ radically from image classification, the source network needs to be modified, typically by adding a decoder part, which is much more involved than a single fully connected layer. Here, we follow exactly the original papers regarding the modifications of the network architectures. 
Training details
For training details, we refer the reader to the original papers [5, 45, 7] , since again, nothing was changed on this matter. Note that L 2 and L 2 -SP are only applied to weights in convolutional and fully connected layers: the normalization layers or the biases are not penalized to follow the usual fine-tuning protocol.
Evaluation metrics
We briefly recall the evaluation metrics used for measuring the performance on these tasks. In image classification and segmentation, accuracy or pixel accuracy is defined as the ratio of correctly predicted examples or pixels to the total.
In segmentation, performance is evaluated by the mean intersection over union (mean IoU or mIoU). The intersection over union (IoU) compares two sets: the set of pixels that are predicted to be of a given category and the set of pixels that truly belong to this category. It measures the discrepancy between the two sets as the ratio of their intersection to their union. The mIoU is the mean of IoUs over all categories.
In optical flow, performance is evaluated by the average endpoint error (EPE) is defined as the average L 2 distance between the estimated optical flow and the ground truth at each pixel. Table 3 compares the results of fine-tuning with L 2 and L 2 -SP of all approaches on their specific target tasks. We readily observe that fine-tuning with L 2 -SP in place of L 2 consistently improves the performance, whatever the task, whatever the approach. Some of these improvements are marginal, but we recall that, compared to the L 2 fine-tuning baseline, L 2 -SP only requires an extra subtraction operation per weight during training, and that it has no extra computational cost in evaluation.
Experimental results
EncNet
The EncNet-50 and EncNet-101 are based on ResNet-50 and ResNet-101 [13] respectively, pre-trained on ImageNet [8] . The networks are fine-tuned on PASCAL-Context [29] for image segmentation, and their performances are measured by pixel accuracy and mIoU. There is no improvement in mIoU brought by L 2 -SP for EncNet-101 and only a marginal one for EncNet-50: the importance of the choice of the regularizer is not crucial here thanks to the number of training examples that are highly informative owing to the pixelwise segmentation. Table 4 provides more details, with the average test pixel accuracy and mIoU obtained with several values of the hyper-parameters a, b in Eq. (3) and compared to the best solution obtained with L 2 fine-tuning. Pixel accuracy, which is the criterion that is actually used during training, is always improved by L 2 -SP, even for suboptimal choices of the regularization parameters, but it is more noteworthy here to observe that it is relatively safer to increase the a/b ratio than to decrease it. In other words, for controlling the complexity of the overall network, being more conservative on the pre-trained part of the network is a better option than being more constrained on its novel part.
SegFlow
As for the segmentation performance of SegFlow, we have conducted two experiments: fine-tuning without the optical flow branch (denoted SegFlow* in Table 3 ) and fine-tuning the entire model. Both options are evaluated on the DAVIS target task [33] . The segmentation branch and the optical flow branch of SegFlow are pre-trained on ImageNet [8] and FlyingChairs [9] respectively. When applicable, both branches are regularized by L 2 fine-tuning or towards the pre-trained values by L 2 -SP fine-tuning. The benefits of L 2 -SP are again systematic and higher for SegFlow*, where less data is fed to the network during fine-tuning.
For the optical flow estimation, we also observe systematic benefits of L 2 -SP (recall that, for the EPE measure, the lower, the better), with again higher impact for the smaller target training set Driving, that only comprises 8 scenes. Table 5 reports additional results on two subsets of the Scene Flow Dataset [28] : Monkaa, based on an animated short film, with 24 scenes, and Driving, containing 8 realistic driving street scenes. There are two versions for both datasets: a Clean version, which has no motion blur and atmospheric effects and a Final version, with blurring and effects. Table 5 displays results for different choices of b when using L 2 -SP during fine-tuning. Compared to L 2 , L 2 -SP performs better on a wide range of b values, covering several orders of magnitude, showing that suboptimal choices of (a, b) still allow for substantial reductions in errors. Hence, fine-tuning SegFlow with L 2 -SP does not require an intensive search of hyper-parameters. [33] 50 sequences -Video segmentation SegFlow CUB200 [42] ∼11 K 200 Image classification DSTL Flowers102 [30] ∼10 K 102 Image classification DSTL Stanford Cars [19] ∼16 K 196 Image classification DSTL Aircraft [27] ∼10 K 100 Image classification DSTL Food101 [2] ∼100 K 101 Image classification DSTL NABirds [40] ∼50 K 555 Image classification DSTL 
DSTL
The source datasets used here for DSTL are subsets of Ima-geNet [8] and iNaturalist [41] , containing 585 categories slightly biased towards bird and dog breeds, i.e. Subset B in [7] . Inception-V3 [39] is pre-trained on this subset and then fine-tuned on six target datasets. See Table 2 for the details of datasets. Table 3 displays that fine-tuning with L 2 -SP improves systematically upon the L 2 baseline. We again investigate the sensitivity to hyper-parameters in Table 6 on the validation set of CUB200 [42] , which is a dataset of 200 bird species. As previously, the improved performance of the L 2 -SP penalty spans a wide area of values, and large a/b ratios are preferable to small ones.
Analysis and discussion
Behavior across network structures L 2 -SP behaves very well across all tested network structures. EncNet is based on ResNet [13] and modified by adding a context encoding module. The segmentation branch of SegFlow is based on ResNet transformed to fully convolutional; the flow branch is FlowNetS [9] , which is a variant of VGG [37] . For DSTL, Inception-V3 [39] is used. Throughout the various network structures and Choosing a and b
The selection of the regularization parameters a and b of Eq. (3) does not require a precise search; a rule of thumb is to favor large a/b ratio rather than small ones: when transfer helps, the pretrained weights are relevant, and a can be set to a large value without imposing detrimental constraints. As for b, which applies to the randomly initialized weights in the new layers, a large b impedes the necessary adaptation.
Bias-variance analysis
We propose here a simple bias-variance analysis for the tractable case of linear regression. Consider the squared loss function J(y) = 1 2 Xy − y 2 , where y ∈ R n is a vector of continuous responses, and X ∈ R n×p is the matrix of predictor variables. We use the standard assumptions of the fixed design case, that is: (i) y is the realization of a random variable Y such that E[Y] = Xy * , V[Y] = s 2 I n , and y * is the vector of true parameters; (ii) the design is fixed and orthonormal, that is, X T X = I p . We also assume that the reference we use for L 2 -SP, i.e. y 0 , is not far away from y * (since it is the minimizer of the unregularized objective function on a large data set): y 0 = y * + e, where e, the difference between the two parameters, is supposed to be relatively small, i.e. e y * . We consider the three estimatesŷ = arg min y J(y),ŷ L 2 = arg min y J(y) + a 2 y 2 2 andŷ SP = arg min y J(y) + a 2 y − y 0 | 2 2 . Their closed-form formulations, expectations and variances are given in Table 7 . Without any regularization, the least squares estimatê y is unbiased, but with the largest variance. With the L 2 regularizer, variance is decreased by a factor of 1/(1 + a) 2 but the squared bias is y * 2 a 2 /(1 + a) 2 . The L 2 -SP regularizer benefits from the same decrease of variance and suffers from the smaller squared bias e 2 a 2 /(1 + a) 2 . It is thus a better option than L 2 (provided the assumption e y * holds), it is also always better than the least squares estimate provided e < ps 2 and otherwise better than this estimate for sufficiently small a, that is for a < 2ps 2 /( e 2 − ps 2 ).
Conclusion
This paper provides new evidences on the relevance of the L 2 -SP regularization in transfer learning. We report experiments with three representative state-of-the-art transfer learning approaches of computer vision: EncNet [45] , SegFlow [5] , and DSTL [7] . Our protocol avoids any distortion or bias by handing over the experiments to the original authors of these approaches. This protocol was made possible thanks to the ease of implementation of the L 2 -SP regularization, whose adjustment is facilitated by the relative robustness with regard to the tuning of the regularization parameter. A general safe rule is to favor values of a that are larger than b.
Our experiments demonstrate that fine-tuning with L 2 -SP regularization, used in place of the standard weight decay, is effective and versatile: not a single comparison is in favor of fine-tuning with L 2 regularization. These conclusions are not surprising, considering that fine-tuning is motivated by assuming the proximity of the solutions to the source and target problems. Our analysis in a simplified linear setting confirms that, when this assumption is true, that is, when fine-tuning is expected to perform better than learning from scratch, L 2 -SP is always better than L 2 . We thus conclude that L 2 -SP regularization should be the baseline when fine-tuning for transfer learning in computer vision applications.
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